Introducing Alchemy Asia
Commercially driven.

Strategically led.

Creatively inspired.

About Alchemy
Alchemy combines brand strategy thinking with expression and
go-to-market execution.
We think and we do.
We are robustly commercial in our purpose. Creative
expression must produce measurable and meaningful results
and KPIs to be successful.
Alchemy is conversant and engaged in all aspects of strategy,
brand development, execution and implementation. Working
with a talent pool we can ideally optimise the cost eﬀectiveness,
appropriateness and eﬃciency to deliver the solutions required.

As projects evolve over months and years Alchemy provides a
strategic backbone, consistency and orchestration, whilst
optimising the resource s at all times.
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What we do
Strategy, no matter how sharp, is only as good as execution, which is why our approach is to both ‘think’ and ‘do’. It’s seamless
brand activation and the results are as commercial as they are measurable.

THINK

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DO

Brand strategy
Brand positioning
Channel strategy
Digital strategy
Customer insight,
experience and journey
Analytics & tracking
Market insight and
benchmarking
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Execution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brand identity and CI
Communications
Advertising
Digital, online, mobile
Customer activation and engagement
Stakeholder communications
Internal (inside -out) branding
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What Makes Alchemy Diﬀerent?
Alchemy combines commercial thinking with brand and marketing strategy to deliver effective solutions in the market place. We do so by
bringing together left and right brain thinking to create holistic, results-orientated programs that are demonstrably effective in practice.

Management
Consultants

Alchemy Asia

Agencies

Assignment oriented

Results oriented

Campaign oriented

Theoretical

Actionable

Shallow

Left brain

Whole brand

Right brain

“Implementation gap”

Sharp thinking, delivered

Limited business impact

In-house / leveraged

Best resources

Available internal
resources

Academic.
No execution

Brand centric.
Integrated solutions

Advertising / promotions

CLOSED
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CLOSED
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What we do
Alchemy combines brand strategy thinking, expression and go-to-market execution:
We are robustly commercial in our purpose.
We are guided by measurable and meaningful commercial results and KPIs.

Brand Strategy,
innovation & growth

Digital & online
engagement

Proposal prepared by Alchemy Asia / Alchemy Labs. All Right Reserved.

Design &
Corporate Identity

Market
Communications

Training and
Innovation Workshops
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Alchemy’s International Partners

Head oﬃce in Hong Kong
Partners in Shanghai, Bangkok,
Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, Manila,
HCMC Singapore, Sydney, and
London
Aﬃliates in Beijing, Tokyo, Seoul,
New York, Dubai,
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Clients We Worked With
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Select Client Endorsements
“The wonderful thing about working together with Alchemy is their focus on excellence and willingness to invest their time and energy to
ensure the ﬁnal product not only meets their own high standards, but also exceeds the client's expectation.”
Bryan Gaw, Executive Director, Kerry Properties

“A great team to work with. Alchemy Asia brings enthusiasm, insight, commitment and best of all, fun, to the development process.”
Chris Liu, Executive Vice President - Projects, Shangri-La

“The highly intuitive team at Alchemy helped us to capture the true spirit and essence of what our organisation stands for and the
role we play in people’s lives.”
Mark Tucker, Group CEO, AIA Group

“We asked Alchemy to accelerate our brand and accelerate it they did. The Alchemy team quickly understood our business, our brand,
our values and magically brought them to life in a new and very eﬀective, big creative idea. Spot on! Sales have soared.”
Nicolas Faquet, CFO, Direct Asia
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Select Client Quotes
“…Alchemy provides a clear understanding of market dynamics and understands our core values…They are our “Go- To” Agency for
highly complex branding and communication campaigns.”
Danial Porzel-Fang, Assistant CEO, Shenzhen Fountain Corporation

"I love working with the guys from Alchemy – we have now completed over 10 projects with them including our QT Hotels and
Resorts websites. They listen and follow a brief - they deliver on time when they say they will - they are creative and very responsive
and importantly they are fun to deal with.”
David Sargent, CEO AHL, Australia

“Understood our requirements and developed an excellent work programme to satisfy our objectives. They worked collaboratively
with our internal team and generated a full range of creative solutions that were on target and on time”.
Steve Kleinschmidt, previously President MarcoPolo Hotels
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'Charles Brian-Boys led the Apple communications account across our nine markets in Asia-Paciﬁc between 2005 and 2010. This was
the ﬁrst time any agency, other than TBWA/Chiat Day, had been appointed to manage signiﬁcant marketing comms programs
anywhere in the world and their appointment was endorsed by Steve Jobs. Throughout this time they delivered both high-quality transcreation and original programs, both on and oﬀ-line, consistently meeting Apple’s uncompromising QA standards. During this period
we also launched the ﬁrst iPhone and iPad globally, as well as numerous other Mac and Apple products. At all times, I had great
conﬁdence in the quality of their work and delivery, for which I am very grateful.’
/ Alchemy Labs| alchemyasia.com
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Select Client Quotes
"Alchemy's business consulting insight and sharp strategic marketing thinking quickly brought clarity and focus to our corporate
strategy. They identiﬁed our key strengths and then built a compelling brand positioning working across three geographies in less
than 6 weeks. The end result enabled the company to streamline its product portfolio, operations and launch marketing programs
that contributing directly to triple digit yearly revenue growth”.
VP Marketing, Andrew Scott, NeuroSky

“Alchemy bring a unique blend of creative thinking and structure to the art of branding and strategy. Not willing to simply recycle
approaches that have worked in the past, they start with a blank sheet of paper and create from there - rare in this business!”
Timothy Ryan, Corporate advisor, Marketing Strategy. FWD

“We asked Alchemy to accelerate our brand and accelerate it they did. The Alchemy team quickly understood our business, our
brand, our values and magically brought them to life in a new and very eﬀective, big creative idea. Spot on! Sales have soared.”
Nicolas Faquet, CFO, Direct Asia
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Open Service Model
• The core strengths of Alchemy lies in its insight and strategic
thinking. Our strong team of business and brand consultants
focus on strategy development.
• We then work with selected talents and experts in various
areas of execution. We don’t accept what is ‘in-house’ (as the
network agencies do). Instead, we cherry-pick for the ideal fit.
• Alchemy manages and orchestrates resources throughout,
overseeing project management (cost and timeline) and
quality control on all deliverables.
• This enables our clients to access the best resources for the
task at any given time, and switch smoothly to other
resources as new tasks demand. Potentially it is endlessly
expandable (quickly), and accepts all skill sets required.
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